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Abstract
Security is the essential entity of the digital computations in the internet world. Many internet and mobile applications require private data
inputs from different clients for data analysis. Now a days many of the Mobile Apps collect the sensitive user data for analysis may be
without knowledge of users. Secure Multi Party computation enables distributed users to share their private inputs to a third party which
computes a common function over these inputs and the collaborative outcome shared to the user. It is very essential in many engineering,
medical and financial sectors where privacy of the sensitive data provided by the user. Many medical researchers require sensitive patient’s
data for typical diagnosis. This paper detailed the origin for SMC which is secret sharing. It discussed the evolution of two party computation to secure multiparty computation. Several protocols and their pros and limitations are described. Cloud computing changed the way
SMC was interpreted by earlier works. Cloud provides all the computations as a service basis is used to drastically reducing the communications overhead of the SMC. Our contribution is focused on evolution from conventional SMC with towards Secure Multiple Computation
in collaboration with the cloud. The works focuses on the research issues to be addressed because of the untrustworthy nature of the cloud.
A comparative analysis of different approach of SMC is presented. The comparative study details the open issues like transparency, public
data auditability in SMC with cloud architecture.
Keywords: Secure Multiparty Computation; Cloud Computing; Privacy; Transparency; Security; SMC; TTP.

1. Introduction
The exponential growth of internet and mobile devices generated
opportunities for collaborative data analysis among multiple parties
where the parties may not trust each other. Hence all the parties
want to compute the common function from their secret input values. Secure multiparty computation [1] [2] is meant for these situations. Now a days it is immensely used in privacy preserved data
mining [8] SMC has two prime responsibilities: first is privacy of
user inputs i.e. no user may not share their input/private data to be
shared with other parties, second is the correctness of the data i.e.
the value evaluated by the function should be correct and has to be
shared only with the participating parties. The Ideal model is make
use of trusted third party (TTP) [5]. The trustworthiness of the TTP
is important in two aspects. First it should compute the outcome
correctly from the inputs received. Second is it should not share the
computed outcome with any outside parties or adversaries. There
are many models proposed by researchers with TTP using circuit
techniques, cryptographic techniques, and randomization techniques. In this paper we discussed the evolution of SMC and how
Cloud architecture [3] can be collaborated with the SMC. We also
presented the comparative analysis of various approaches on SMC
on the parameters. In section 2 basic concepts SMC and cloud are
overviewed, in section 3 literature review of evolution of Conventional SMC to SMC collaborated cloud architecture discussed. In
section 4 the related work in the distributed model discussed and
the comparative analysis is presented which reveals the research

gap in the given area. Section 5 summarizes the paper and discuss
the future scope in the relative area.

2. Background
Secure Multiparty Computation [1] [2] aims to provide security for
multiple parties who want to exchange their private information to
compute a public function. If a1, a2,……. an are the private inputs
shared by the parties and f be the public function computed as
r=f(a1, a2,……. an) in such a way that no party will be knowing the
private input shared by the other parties[1] and result r will be
shared between all the parties. The term first coined by Yao Ming
[1] while explaining the “millionaire problem” in 1982. The computation normally computed within a trusted third party (TTP). All
the parties will send their private input data to the TTP and the public function f will be performed in the TTP and the result will be
shared across all the parties. The recent years have seen resurrection
in evolution [5] [6] [7] [9] of SMC as it is addressing lot many security issues in distributed computing. Many large scale applications are composed of limited number of nodes and resources. This
leads to the need for the cloud computing use in executing the computations of secure multi-party computations.
Cloud computing [3] is the latest advancement of IT world which
provide services to individuals and organizations who makes use of
its services in various forms viz., Software as a Service, Platform
as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service. It provides services
over the network i.e. Internet. It is possible for the individual user
or organizations to access the services of the cloud with few clicks
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through Internet. The major advantage of cloud is that users need
not look after the maintenance and resource availability. Lot of concerns over the data shared to the cloud platforms. The adaption to
cloud computing has lot of concerns because of the security and
privacy challenges discussed in [17]. Different approaches have
been proposed to overcome these issues [17]. One useful scenario
is to transmit the encrypted data to the cloud to prevent the misuse
of it. The data to be supplied to the cloud can also be divided into
different parts and will be used by a secure function to evaluate the
common values from the individual values is another approach towards security ensured cloud computing.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Secret sharing scheme (SSS)
The basis for Secure Multi party computation is secret sharing
scheme [10]. Secret sharing deliver two primary responsibilities
share and reconstruct. The reconstruct operation is also referred as
open. Share phase takes an encrypted text as input and divide it into
number of pieces so that the independent chunks of encrypted information is of no use to any intruder. The reconstruct phase will
do the reverse operation. It was independently proposed by Adi
Shamir [10] and George Blakley. The primary goal of the scheme
is to hide secret information into different chunks.
It the secret word is divided into two shares x, y then the reconstruct
preliminary will be as follows
x + y = reconstruct ([x] + [y])
If dot (.) marks sharing and x,y are the two secrets then
x. y = reconstruct (x. [y])
There are different sharing schemes available Shamir [10], Additive
sharing in all the shares should reconstruct the original secret, replicated sharing scheme depends on additive sharing but the shares
are unqualified subsets. Pseudo random secret sharing (PRSS) [22]
is based on RSS generates secret shares which can be converted to
Shamir’s. Psuedo random integer sharing which is a variant of
PRSS which works with integers.

Fig. 1: A Simple Arithmetic Circuit.

3.2. Secure multiparty computation
Secure Multi party computation (SMC) also referred as Multiparty
Computation (MPC) was initially discussed by Yao as two-party
computation [1]. Two millionaires want to know who is rich between them, but not revealing how wealthy they are to each other.
The computation here performed in Semi honest adversary [23] i.e.
the third party where computation will be performed is honest in
nature and trusted by both the parties.

Fig. 2: Yao’s Two Millionaires Problem.

Goldreich et al [2] have extended the two party computation proposed to multi-party computation where more than two participate
in providing secret information for computing a secret function on
the encrypted data submitted by them.
SMC is based on secret sharing [10] in which the data is maintained
in privacy preserving [7] manner and distributed across different
parties. These data atoms then processed in various modes by applying bitwise AND operations. The computation model typically
constructed with Boolean circuits which require oblivious transfer
(OT) protocol [20]. Initially several advancement to Yao’s Garbled
circuits are proposed in implementing SMC. An alternative approach is proposed by Goldreich [2] et al called GMW circuits.
Many recent advancements indicate that these protocols are efficient over the Yao’s secret sharing protocols.
The SMC architecture has been divided into two ways with respect
to the computation performing location. Centralized approach, Distributed approach. In Centralized approach the Parties will submit
their secret part information to a Third Party (TP) [5]. The TP will
compute the function and share the output to all the parties. The
Third party will be a Trusted one, and Untrusted (in real world scenarios).
Trusted third party (TTP): The information received by TTP will
not be shared to any adversaries. It’s an Ideal situation in real world.
It is next to impossible to Trust any Third party to which sensitive
information submitted. This is open area to researchers to deal with.

Fig. 3: Multiple Parties Communicating with Trusted Third Party.

The SMC resurrected in recent years with the evolution of the cloud
computing. In the distributed SMC approach the computing will be
performed in the different distributed nodes collectively compute a
same function.
SMC is divided into two groups with respect to the computation
ability. 1. Computationally Secure Multi party computation. 2. Information theoretically Secure Multi party computation.
The former is focused on yet to be proved cryptographic primitives
which take assumptions which are computationally infeasible, in
later approach security is provided unconditionally in this approach
although the adversary has large computing ability.
Even though the SMC has lot many advantages it still suffers with
the behavior of its corrupt parties which are also called as adversaries. The corrupt parties also called as players and sent of players
participating in a computation is referred as a group. Corrupt players [23] in a SMC group are divided into two categories, Passive
adversary and active adversary.
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A single/set of participants which involve in adversary activities
which follow the protocol like normal participants but share the collaborative information gathered in the group which is the violation
of the goal of privacy of other players referred as Passive adversary.
Active adversary is a single/set of participants which involve directly in adversary activities i.e. violating the protocol information
so that the computation results incorrect results and/or violate the
privacy of the other players.

3.3. Cloud computing
Cloud computing [3] open doors for small and medium scale organizations to perform computations at very low costs. Cloud consists
of several nodes distributed across different geographic locations to
provide services to the users as ‘utility based’ services. It outsources
Software, Infrastructure and Platforms as Services [24] to its clients. World’s top IT industries like Amazon, Google have set up
the large cloud infrastructure already. Although the services provided by the cloud are good, security is the primary theme to be
addressed. In a nut shell the primary concern over computations
performed in cloud is the privacy. The users outsource the services
to the cloud always fear about their data secrecy.

Fig. 4: Cloud Offering Services.

Security: The Key research concern in cloud
The Right scale 2017 state of the cloud report [25] reveals that after
lack of expertise in cloud, the cloud security is the most concerned
area to address. 25 percent weightage is given alone for security
issues in cloud. However for beginners most cited challenge is security with 32 percent concern. Key security issues in the cloud are
vulnerability of the data to the third party, data removal from the
cloud will not guarantee that the data will be permanently removed
from the cloud as redundant copies of data will be maintained in the
cloud. No auditability to the data owner as the cloud infrastructure

Mechanism
Yao’s Two Party computation[1]
Goldreich GMW Circuits[2]
Re encryption Technique[11]
Homomorphic Encryption[14]
Fully Homomorphic Encryption[14]
SMC with Cloud architecture [14] [26]
Block Chain technology

is not in the scope to manage with. Integrity of the data as the data
may be modified without the notice of the owner.

4. Related work
SMC is popular for its secret computing capability however the
number of data transformations between different nodes make delays in the communications. The Cloud enables to reduce the high
interconnectivity delays. Two party SMC was developed with electronic circuits and later extended by Goldreich Circuits. The second
circuit approach is more efficient than the two party implementation. SMC can be implemented in several ways: circuit-based approach, Fairplay and FairplayMP [18] are available. Representative
based approach SEPIA [20] and Share mind [19]. Next generation
of SMCs are developed with Cryptographic algorithms RSA and
Parlier. Elliptic Curve cryptography is also used to extend privacy
in SMC operations. [8] Frameworks can be used to solve general
privacy-preserving problems.

4.1. Towards SMC collaborated with cloud
Though SMC is best suited for many applications like secret e-voting, privacy preserved healthcare data mining, financial solutions,
The communication delay and the computations cost makes it not
very much practical approach. Many of the SMC algorithms are
good in theory and practically impossible as the scalability of the
applications. Since the evolution of the cloud the scenario changed.
SMC has now a better place to host the computations where the
network and communication related issues will be maintained by
Cloud Service Provider (CSP). Several researchers [14] [26] have
proposed the outsourcing SMC to the cloud.
The efficiency of SMC protocols will be improved and expenditure
will be reduced. This gives the great interest to the researchers to
opt for cloud based architecture for SMC computations. However
migrating computation into cloud yields to unreliable third party
situation we’ve discussed earlier. Fully Homomorphic Encryption
[14] enables users to share encrypted data rather than plain text. The
output function will be computer over cipher text. Re Encryption
[11], secure sum protocol [5] techniques are proposed to ensure the
privacy in sharing the user sensitive data into the cloud environment. [12] Detailed the model with FHE applied with cloud computing to enhance privacy.
Table 1 details about comparison of various SMC models considering important parameters like computational cost, centralized supervision and transparency details and SMC development approach.
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Notations: n- Multi party, L – Limited.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the overview of secure multi-party computation and its evolution till recent advancements. We also highlighted that SMC in collaboration is very handy in solving complex
computations and keeping private user data safe. This is vital in current mobile world where user data is being share by several applications to unknown sources. We also presented comparative analysis of various SMC protocols on various factors which highlights
the research gap in untrustworthy TTP situations. Audit trail and
verifiability are various other factors researchers can focus on.
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